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Abstract

In the faculty of arts at the University of Padua in the years around 1600 professors debated the reliability of astrology, the existence of occult celestial influences, and the idea that celestial heat is present in living bodies. From the 1570s to the 1620s many professors in the faculty of arts pushed back against astrology and Jean Fernel’s theories surrounding astral body. Girolamo Mercuriale, Alessandro Massaria and Eustachio Rudio thought that some forms of astral causation and Fernel’s ideas were incompatible with their observations of disease, Aristotle’s philosophy and Hippocratic theories. Later, Santorio Santorio and Cesare Cremonini, who were allied to the political circle of Paolo Sarpi, polemicized against astrology. Their writings show that at Padua medical theory was linked to Aristotelian cosmology, which emphasized the incommensurability between celestial and terrestrial elements. Their rejection of astrology, however, did not lead to the complete marginalization of astrology at Padua. By the middle of the 1620s, as the political climate changed in Venice, the University of Padua hired professors who promoted astrology and Fernel’s theories about the celestial nature of innate heat. The diversity of opinions about astrology reflected Venice’s divided politics and multiple approaches to interpreting Aristotle and other authorities.

During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the faculty of arts at the Studio of Padua was, for the most part, dedicated to and organized around teaching medicine. Padua’s renown in and focus on medicine, the result of a long tradition going back to the Middle Ages, was reflected in its statutes and institutional structure. By the late sixteenth century, there were at least twelve chairs of medicine, but just five for natural philosophy and one for mathematics. A similar curriculum held in the 1620s. Professors of medicine sat at the top of the hierarchy. While Galileo’s salary eventually reached a thousand florins, it was still below the annual payments of 1,400 florins made to the professor of medicine Girolamo Fabrici d’Acquapendente. Galileo’s initially salary of 180 florins was a
fraction of what even low-ranked professors of medicine earned.4 This institutional structure, coupled with the students’ professional goals, meant that teaching cosmology and astronomy was often subordinate to medical instruction.

Numerous historians have linked philosophy’s propaedeutic relation to medicine at Padua as crucial to understanding the theories of nature promoted there. Charles Schmitt implored scholars to consider the Aristotelianism of sixteenth-century universities as part of medical education.5 It is well demonstrated that Aristotelian natural philosophy influenced Paduan projects on comparative anatomy, and philosophy’s relation to medicine is visible in commentaries and lectures on Aristotle’s De anima, De partibus animalium, Meteorologica IV, and Parva naturalia.6 The connections between medicine and natural philosophy extend to cosmological theories as well. Antonio Favaro, in his discussion of Galileo’s teaching at Padua, saw connections between medicine and astronomy. He wrote that ‘some notions of astronomy were necessary, or rather indispensable to physicians’, leaving us to ask ‘what notions?’ and ‘why were they indispensable?’7

The answer to these questions relates to debates about celestial influence on health and on the human body and astrology’s role in medical prognostication. Frequently, in the years around the turn of seventeenth century, professors at Padua, both of medicine and of philosophy, polemicized against the views of Jean Fernel, largely seeing his ideas about celestial influence and astral body as incompatible with Aristotle, Hippocrates and Galen and with observations of disease. By the first decades of the seventeenth century, prominent professors, such as Cesare Cremonini and Santorio Santorio, endorsed Giovanni Pico della Mirandola’s views about astral causation, namely that heavenly bodies affect the sublunary realm only through light and motion and not through occult influences. Cremonini and Santorio, along with many of their colleagues, used this position to cast doubt about the applicability of astrology and astral causation to medical theory and practice. The rejection and limitation of astrological teachings, although widespread in the faculty of arts of Padua during the years from 1570 to 1630, need not be considered part of a unidirectional marginalization of astrology. As the political climate in Venice changed in the 1620s, newly hired professors endorsed Fernel’s doctrines and the application of astrology to medicine, leading to its reestablishment at Padua.

**Celestial medicine**

Even if the curriculum at Padua included natural-philosophical courses based on Aristotle’s De caelo and courses on astronomy taught by mathematicians, most students did not study philosophy to become philosophers or astronomy to become astronomers. Although a few students might have later taught philosophy or astronomy or practised astrology, students in the faculty of arts at Padua generally intended to practise medicine.

---

Documents from the German Nation, the largest group of foreign students, show their predominant interest in medicine. They donated far more books on medical topics than any other to the nation’s library. If the books donated by students of the faculty of art to the nation accurately reflect the students’ interests, then astronomy and mathematics rank low. In the years from 1591 to 1615, only a few copies of Christopher Clavius’s arithmetical works were part of the collection, and no copies of his commentary on Sacrobosco’s Sphere; Tycho Brahe’s writings are named just once; and Ptolemy’s works are represented by a single copy of Regiomontanus’s epitome. The lists of books suggest that the students of the German Nation spent far more time reading medical and philosophical writings, and even Aesop and Boccaccio, than they did about astronomy. The German Nation’s acts do not mention Galileo even once in the years that he taught there, despite often naming other prominent professors like Cesare Cremonini and Girolamo Fabrici d’Acquapendente.

Nevertheless, professors of medicine and physicians considered understandings of the nature of the heavens to play an important role in their field, especially as they increasingly defined medicine as part of natural philosophy. Girolamo Donzellini, a physician from Brescia who had studied at Padua before practising medicine in Venice, gave an overview of the connections between cosmology and medicine. He likened medical knowledge to philosophical knowledge in the introduction to the Consilia (1559) of Giambattista Da Monte, who taught at Padua from 1539 to 1551. Donzellini wrote, ‘whatever is contained in this corporeal mass of the universe, it falls underneath its [medicine’s] study so that, besides the celestial and incorporeal minds, whatever is enclosed within the fullest spaces and borders of nature, everything relates to the art of medicine’. Physicians, just like philosophers, must grasp Aristotle’s four terrestrial elements and the celestial ether. Precise knowledge of the paths of stars and planets allows for forecasting changes in the air, which as one of the six non-naturals was believed to affect health. Donzellini noted that, in Galen’s view, ‘heavenly powers’ produce the ‘constitution of air’. He pointed to the doctrine of critical days, the theory that diseases, especially fevers, come to a crisis on an arithmetically regular basis. Galen had linked these days, which were first theorized in the Hippocratic corpus, to the phases of the moon, and medieval physicians had developed elaborate astrological interpretations of Galen’s theory.

Donzellini, while imploring physicians to study the motions of the sun, moon and stars, expressed ambivalence toward astrology. He wrote that Galen ‘was not strongly bound to astrology and was able to uphold Hippocrates’ opinion, using just the motions of the moon and its various aspects with the sun’ for the theory of critical days. He concluded in eummenical fashion, ‘at least astronomy, if not astrology, is absolutely essential to the physician’. Donzellini’s description corresponds to the shifting views of professors of...

---


10 Giambattista Da Monte, Consilia medica omnia (ed. Girolamo Donzellini), Nuremberg, 1559, sig. a4r: ‘quidquid tamen corporea hac universi mole continetur, eius subiacet cognitio, ut praeter coelestes ac incorporeas mentes, quaucunque amplissimis naturae spaciis ac finibus clauduntur, omnia medicam artem attingant’.

11 Da Monte, op. cit. (10), sig. a4r.


13 Da Monte, op. cit. (10), sig. a4r: ‘is recte iudicabit, qui Galenum, astrologiae aleoqui non valide addicium, non aliter Hippocratis sententiam, quam ex lunae motibus et varii eius cum sole aspectibus, tueri potuisse intelligit’; ‘si non astrologiam, at saltem astronomiam medico esse pernecessariam’.
medicine at Padua. In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, astrology formed a significant part of medical instruction in Padua and elsewhere in northern Italy, as physicians used it for making decisions about cures, prognosticating the course of diseases and predicting epidemic disease.\(^\text{14}\) By the middle of the sixteenth century, like Donzellini, many professors at Padua took a questioning, if not sceptical, approach.

An ambivalent attitude can be found already in the 1540s, when Giambattista Da Monte endorsed astrology in his lectures on Avicenna’s *Canon*, urging his students to learn the field to understand how the heavens alter the air and human bodies.\(^\text{15}\) Yet he never applied the field in printed records of consultations. Moreover, in a consultation made by the College of Physicians of Padua for an outbreak of epidemic disease in 1541, which was included in a collection of Da Monte’s consultations, the college rejected an astrological diagnosis, arguing that ‘Hippocrates, Galen and Aristotle do not seem to concede that there are those occult influences of the stars, but this air only changes from the light and motion of the heaven’, an argument in line with Giovanni Pico della Mirandola’s critiques of astrology.\(^\text{16}\) Pico limited the heavens’ active powers to motion and light and stated that astrologers’ theories contradicted Hippocrates’ and Aristotle’s teachings.\(^\text{17}\) The college contended that the profile of the epidemic was inconsistent with an astral origin for the disease, arguing that, since nearby towns that were presumably under the same stars were unscathed by the epidemic, the cause must be local rather than universal. Thus the college employed philological analyses of ancient writers, critiques of the physics of astral causation and first-hand observations of the disease.

In the following decades, many medical theorists at Padua adopted humanistic approaches that emphasized literal readings of ancient sources that cast doubt on the textual authority for astrology and astral causation. Throughout the sixteenth century and into the seventeenth, the University of Padua’s statutes required lecturers to expound authoritative texts – such as those by Aristotle, Galen, Hippocrates and Avicenna – word for word.\(^\text{18}\) Professors and students alike endorsed this method of instruction. Alessandro Massaria, a professor of medicine, attacked the use of textbooks instead of commentaries.\(^\text{19}\) In 1591, student leaders influenced by the philosopher Cesare Cremonini objected that teachers in the newly founded Jesuit college were using

---


\(^\text{16}\) Giambattista Da Monte, *Consultationes medicæ*, Basel, 1583, col. 1114: ‘Primum quidem occultos illos siderum influxus non videntur Hipp. Gal. Aristotelesque concedere, sed tantummodo aerem hunc a coelo per lumen & motum ad frigidum, calidum, & siccum immutari, atque his primis qualitabus intervenientibus reliquis deinde omnes effectus producere’.


\(^\text{19}\) Antonio Riccobono, *De gymnasio patavino*, Padua, 1598, fol. 71r.
Two cosmological doctrines provoked controversy: the identification of vital innate heat with celestial heat and the role of celestial influences in the development of illness. The second doctrine was closely related to astrological predictions and explanations of disease. Traditional physiology received several challenges during the first half of the sixteenth century. Among the most influential innovators was the French medical theorist Jean Fernel. Influenced by Marsilio Ficino, Fernel attempted to reconcile Plato, Aristotle, Galen and Christianity. He contended that the heavens govern the world by transmitting their form through a cosmic spirit throughout the universe. Downplaying Galen’s naturalizing tendencies and understanding this cosmic spirit to be distinct from the elemental temperament of sublunary beings, Fernel postulated that living beings’ vital or innate heat is a celestial heat that differs from fire’s elemental heat. His identification of the innate and celestial heat had precedents in medieval theorists, such as Pietro d’Abano, who in turn had been attacked by medical humanists. At the turn of the sixteenth century, Niccolò Leoniceno criticized the medieval tradition’s linking celestial to innate heat, a view he considered to be derived from a misinterpretation of Aristotle. Instead, he argued that the vital heat contained in human seed is not identical with but only analogous to celestial heat.

Fernel was not alone in his views about astral bodies in human physiology. Significantly, he theorized that occult malignant qualities sent down from the heavens cause pestilences. Fernel was not alone in his views about astral bodies. For example, Girolamo Cardano endorsed the idea that celestial heat, equivalent to the world-soul, forms souls, a theory that Julius Caesar Scaliger rejected because he denied the ability of the heavens to generate in the sublunary realm, except in cases of spontaneous generation.

Cardano’s and especially Fernel’s theories convinced some at Padua but increasingly provoked doubts because they were seen as incompatible with close readings of Aristotle and Galen or with observations of the course of epidemics. Fernel’s attempted reconciliation of Aristotle, Galen, Plato and Christian theology employed the Pseudo-Aristotelian De mundo, which by the 1550s was judged to be inauthentic, and other texts and passages no longer considered to be genuinely part of the Aristotelian, Hippocratic and Galenic corpora. Some early critics of Fernel, such as Joachim Cureus,
believed that his views about astral body were inconsistent with Aristotle’s theory of an eternal, uncorruptible, heavenly element that is distinct from terrestrial bodies. Cureus had studied at Padua under the philosopher Marco Antonio Genua (1491–1563), whom he credited with teaching the genuine philosophy of Aristotle. Genua dismissed the idea that the natural heat of semen is proportional to celestial heat as being incompatible with Aristotle’s teachings.

Nevertheless, several professors of medicine at Padua endorsed at least parts of Fernel’s theories. For example, the professor of theoretical medicine from 1563 to 1592, Bernardino Paterno, in the written version of his lectures on Avicenna’s Canon, maintained that human bodies contain spirits that have the same nature as the celestial ether, which differentiate living bodies from inanimate ones. Fernel’s ideas influenced Girolamo Mercuriale, who taught practical medicine at Padua from 1569 to 1587. His treatise on pestilence, based on lectures given in January of 1577, was written in the aftermath of his failed diagnosis of plague that struck Venice and Padua from 1575 to 1577. Mercuriale contended that plague resulted from the corruption of the substance of ambient air. In his view, the resulting intemperance of the air occurs in two different ways. Exhalations or winds can corrupt the mixture of air; or, plagues can arise from an occult quality that derives from celestial forms, as the air inflicts the disease through malignant heavenly qualities.

Mercuriale, nevertheless, distinguished his position from Fernel’s, who held that an occult quality is the sole cause of pestilences, while Mercuriale recognized that plagues can originate from multiple causes.

Mercuriale’s understanding of plague had been subjected to criticism when he failed to diagnose the Venetian outbreak, contending that it was not truly plague but merely a malign fever. In the following decade, while reviving his reputation, he embarked on series of analyses of Hippocratic writings that combined philological erudition with practical medical knowledge. These analyses formed the material for lectures given at Padua. In Mercuriale’s view, given the authoritativeness of Hippocrates, these philological investigations had ramifications for contemporary medical theory and practice. Moreover, philosophical practices and the cultivation of humanistic culture were tools that students could later apply in their practice and in their self-fashioning, in part to distinguish themselves from other kinds of practitioner and in part to situate themselves in a society that prized humanist erudition.

The census of printings of Vesalius’s Fabrica has shown that someone present in Padua in the 1570s annotated his copy with citations of Aristotle, Hippocrates, Galen, Gabriele Falloppio and Da Monte, demonstrating the persistent application of humanistic reading practices similar to those that Mercuriale encouraged his students to use.  

---

27 Joachim Cureus, Περὶ αἰτήσεως καὶ αἰτημον libellus physicus, Wittenberg, 1572, fol. b2v: ‘meus praeceptor M. Antonius Passerus Genuensis, de quo universa sibi persuaserat Italia, Aristotelem per ipsum germanam suam Philosophiam sonare’.
28 Marco Antonio Genua, In tres libros Aristotelis de anima exactissimi commentarii, Venice, 1576, fol. 183r.
29 Bernardino Paterno, Explanationes in primam fen primi Canonis Avicennae, Venice, 1596, p. 55.
31 Girolamo Mercuriale, De pestilentia, Venice, 1577, pp. 18–22.
In lectures Mercuriale gave on the *Aphorisms*, he questioned astrological interpretations of the doctrine of critical days and expressed scepticism over Hippocrates’ supposed endorsement of celestial influences, seemingly revising his earlier views about the causes of plagues.35 Mercuriale used *Aphorisms* 3.1, which associates the changing of seasons with the arrival of disease, to argue that when Hippocrates referred to the heavens he meant ‘not so much the stars as the quality of the air itself’, which can alter through the powers of hot and cold and by changes in the weather brought by winds and other aerial disturbances.36 The aspect and influence (*influxus*) of the heavens cause the seasons, which in turn affect the air and human bodies. Therefore, in his interpretation, astral powers had a limited role in Hippocrates’ medicine. He wrote, ‘as for what pertains to the stars, Hippocrates always disdained those, and did not barely mention any other celestial body besides the great changes [of the season]’.37 Mercuriale’s scepticism toward celestial influence reappeared in his discussion of critical days. He wrote that he had never liked that many believed the days were ‘educed from the stars’, when in fact they were formulated based on ‘lengthy and careful observations’. For this reason, he conceded that Pico della Mirandola correctly opposed astrologers on this question.38

Among the next generation of professors of medicine at Padua, doubts about celestial influence and heat grew, as is visible in reactions to Mercuriale’s handling of the plague. Numerous observers, who promoted person-to-person contagion rather than putrefied air as the cause of the plague, objected to astrological explanations for the epidemic.39 Alessandro Massaria was among Mercuriale’s critics, and, after Mercuriale left Padua for Bologna, Massaria took the vacated position. In a plague treatise printed in 1579, Massaria endorsed several of Pico’s arguments against astral causation. He argued that celestial bodies influence only by light and motion and that astrologers had adopted a forced and inaccurate reading of Galen when they maintained the existence of occult celestial influences. In Massaria’s view, not just Galen but also Aristotle, Averroes and all Peripatetics rejected that celestial bodies, composed of unchanging ether, could have qualities or properties that harm or help. Therefore those like Fernel who maintained that the heavens caused plagues through occult powers must be refuted.40

Massaria continued to question astral causation and the astral body after he became professor of practical medicine at Padua in 1587. His inaugural oration criticized Fernel for supposedly misinterpreting Aristotle, Hippocrates and Galen.41 Massaria’s textbook on practical medicine argued that considerations of the heavens surpass the boundaries of the field of medicine. He wrote that since manifest causes are proven to explain the periodicity of fevers, ‘it is superfluous to take refuge in the moon and the stars’ and

---

37 Mercuriale, op. cit. (36), p. 316: ‘Cui respondendum est, quod pertinet ad astra, Hippocratem semper ea fuisse aspernatum, nec fere alterius celestis rei meminisse, quam magnumarum mutationum’.
that it is ‘stupid’ to rely on occult proprieties, when Hippocrates did not investigate any causes beyond the hot, cold, wet and dry.⁴²

Views like Massaria’s pervaded Padua. Eustachio Rudio, who taught practical medicine at Padua from 1599 to 1612, after expounding an explicitly astrological version of critical days, concluded that searching for the remote and celestial causes of critical days is futile. Rather, the cycles are linked to the nature, qualities and faculties of bodily matter.⁴³ Elsewhere, Rudio argued that according to Aristotle only light, and no other celestial or solar influence, affects living beings, as he criticized Fernel.⁴⁴ Prospero Alpino, who taught at Padua from 1593 to 1617, speculated on critical days without endorsing a particular theory, citing numerology, astrology, harmonic consonances and the nature of the humours as potential explanations for them.⁴⁵ Giovanni Tommaso Minadoi, professor of practical medicine from 1596 to 1615, counted himself among a longer tradition, which included his predecessors at Padua, Vittore Trincavelli and Girolamo Capodivacca, that taught that the periodicity of fevers should be investigated in relation to the qualities and processes within the body and its humours rather than through the universal causes of the heavens, a view that resonates with arguments Girolamo Fracastoro had put forward.⁴⁶ Orazio Augenio, who taught theoretical medicine from 1592 to 1603, dismissed Saturn as the cause of births in the eighth month of pregnancy, a view he credited to astrologers. Despite having endorsed astrology in letter written in 1570, in a treatise printed in 1595 Augenio wrote that his observations suggested that even if the heavens are in a good position, if one of the parents is ill with an infectious or hereditary disease, the child will be born diseased. He concluded that we cannot know anything certain about particular effects from the universal causes of the stars. Moreover, in his eyes, astrologers’ views about premature birth were incompatible with Aristotle’s teachings because they relied not just on motion and light but also on other influences.⁴⁷

Santorio and Cremonini

By the first decade of the seventeenth century, Paduan professors of medicine largely agreed that considerations of astral causation should be limited, while doubting the usefulness of astrological prognoses. These views resonated with philosophers and physicians, as is evident in the development of these ideas by Santorio Santorio and Cesare Cremonini. Santorio, a student of Paterno, best remembered for his quantitative investigations into human physiology and his development of medical instruments, criticized occult celestial explanations in a sustained manner in his 1603 Methodi vitandorum errorum omnium. After dismissing the idea that occult qualities derive from substantial forms, Santorio rejected the identification of innate heat with celestial heat, basing himself on

---

an interpretation of Aristotle's theory of ether. Santorio argued that Aristotle held, against Plato, that the heavenly substance is completely distinct from the four sublunary elements. Neither does elemental fire share its circular motion nor can celestial heat be counted among the grades of heat found on earth.\footnote{Santorio Santorio, \textit{Methodi vitandorum errorum omnium libri quindecim}, Venice, 1603, fols. 165r, 175v–176v.}

Santorio's interpretation of Aristotle, whom he found authoritative, corresponded to readings of Aristotle put forward by earlier philosophers at Padua that agreed with Pico's. Giacomo Zabarella, for example, argued that celestial bodies can only heat through their motion and light, because their matter is distinct from the elements, and that elemental and vital heat are not distinct from each other.\footnote{Giacomo Zabarella, \textit{De rebus naturalibus}, Frankfurt am Main, 1617, cols. 556–82; Paolo Palmieri, 'Science and authority in Giacomo Zabarella', \textit{History of Science} (2007) 45(4), pp. 404–27, 415–17.} Francesco Piccolomini agreed that Aristotle thought that celestial bodies used only light and motion as their instruments.\footnote{Francesco Piccolomini, \textit{Librorum ad scientiam de natura pars secunda, in qua agitur de attinentibus ad coelem}, Venice, 1596, fol. 73v: 'puto dicendo caelestia corpora solum pro instrumentis uti Lumine & motu, non aliis distinctis influxibus'.} Cesare Cremonini's views are even more relevant to Santorio's. Although most of his teachings at Padua were on Aristotelian texts, Cremonini was recognized as an expert in medicine, having been inducted into Venice's College of Physicians in 1598.\footnote{Cesare Cremonini's distinction between the terrestrial and celestial to dismiss astrology, including its use to predict critical days.\footnote{Craig Martin, 'Astrological debates in Italian Renaissance commentaries on Aristotle's \textit{Meteorology}', \textit{Early Science and Medicine} (2019) 24(4), pp. 311–39, 332–6; Siraisi, op. cit. (8), pp. 284–9.} They also both dismissed Fernelian ideas about occult causation, holding that the virtues and faculties of the bodily mixtures derived from the elements rather than 'the whole substance'.\footnote{Santorio, op. cit. (48), fol. 150v.}

Santorio reduced causation to terrestrial matter in his earliest writings. In the \textit{Methodi vitandorum errorum omnium}, he criticized Pietro d’Abano for tracing the periodicity of diseases to the moon. Rather, Santorio maintained that the causes lie within the internal and natural propensity of humours to putrefy in a set period.\footnote{Santorio, op. cit. (48), fol. 150v.} The eighth book criticizes the Fernelian tenet that occult qualities derive from the total substance. In these years, Cremonini promoted a similar position, namely that the elements’ forms come from the manifest primary qualities and not from an unknowable substantial form. Robert Pasnau contends that Cremonini’s position ‘lifted the veil’, making the nature of the elements knowable through sensation and thereby potentially allowing for the intelligibility of elemental compounds.\footnote{Robert Pasnau, \textit{Metaphysical Themes} 1274–1671, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011, pp. 132–4.}

Santorio’s commentary on Avicenna’s \textit{Canon}, which was based on lectures given at Padua, addresses similar themes to those found in \textit{Methodi vitandorum errorum omnium}. He connected his dismissal of occult and celestial causes to several subjects, including Fernel’s theory of diseases of the total substance, the powers of the imagination and astrology. Santorio tackled Avicenna’s notorious position that the imagination can affect
bodies at a distance. He understood Avicenna’s argument to depend on an analogy with the celestial realm; that is, the imagination can influence external bodies in the same way that the celestial bodies ‘command’ lower bodies. According to Santorio, this analogy fails, because the heavens cannot act on all sublunary bodies, but only on those they are ‘coordinated’ with, and the imagination has no continuity or coordination with external bodies. Consequently, witches cannot harm with the evil eye that emits rays. Ruling out demonic causes, Santorio left open the possibility that some instances of supposed witchcraft can be explained by real physical causes, such as vapours emitted from the body, but that many, including zodiac signs engraved on rings, are impostures, frauds or fables.  

A quaeestio that addressed Avicenna’s understanding of air’s effects on health provided Santorio the opportunity for digressions on astrology. In a lengthy dismissal of astrology, he contended that the heavens act on the sublunary world only through light and motion; that is, without using occult influences. The light and motion of heavenly bodies are responsible for many changes in the sublunary world, including alterations in bodily temperament, the life cycles of fish, and fluxes in the air’s humidity. Santorio, however, distinguished this understanding of the effects of the heaven from astrology, which he considered to be exclusively concerned with prediction. His arguments against astrology range widely. They include appeals to ancient authority (Hippocrates, Plato and Galen praised only astronomy and not astrology), empirical experiments using his thermometer to try to measure heat derived from moonlight only to find that it was insufficient to produce bodily changes, personal experience, and practical concerns (the predictions of astrologers, especially of one, most likely the Ferrarese physician Ippolito Obizzi, who criticized Santorio’s De statica medicina, often fail). He polemicized that astrologers’ theories are absurd and ridiculous; their prognostications are impostures.

Santorio dismissed religious authorities used to support the legitimacy of astrology, writing that the holy fathers ‘praised astronomy and not astrological fictions’. He conceded that Thomas Aquinas, in the commentary on the second book of Aristotle’s De generatione et corruptione, a work that is no long attributed to Thomas, put forward that ‘whoever should know the powers of the signs and star when someone is born, can also prognosticate about the whole life’. Santorio medicalized his reading of the passage, understanding it to refer to the production of grades of temperament in infants by light. But he read the statement as conditional, a hypothesis contrary to fact, because of the impossibility of diagnosing the grades of the temperaments of bodily organs, much less the heavens’ temperament. He concluded that the church ‘fathers did not expressly teach astrology’ and suggested that in cases where the fathers are ‘completely distant from the truth’, like Lactantius’ denial of the Earth’s sphericity, we are not obliged to follow them.
Santorio’s arguments correspond to interpretations of Aristotle given in lectures at Padua. During these same years, Cremonini attacked astrology in lectures on Aristotle’s Meteorology. Cremonini’s multi-pronged polemic depended on the contention that Aristotle’s insistence on the incommensurability between the four terrestrial elements and heavenly ether limited the effects that the stars and planets have on earth and on human life. This polemic addressed medicine, as he tried to undermine the doctrine of critical days. The first is that astrologers posit that certain stars or aspects are malign or have other characteristics, like melancholy, that the heavens could not possess. The second depends on interpreting Aristotle. Santorio’s position is based his reading of a passage from De caelo 2.7 that reads ‘from them [the heavenly bodies] heat and light are generated, caused by the friction in the air made by their movement’. He interpreted Aristotle as holding that ‘the heavens act on inferior things only by light and motion; and that the heavens do not impress any quality on the air except for those that derive from light and motion’. Consequently, Santorio concluded that Avicenna’s discussion of air does not regard celestial ‘influences’ but only considers exhalations and meteorological phenomena.

Both Cremonini and Santorio rejected heliocentrism. Santorio, in his commentary on the Canon, concluded that the Earth does not move. Their views stem from an adherence to traditional natural philosophy and the authority of Aristotle, but their arguments against celestial heat in living bodies, against astrology and against celestial influences also conform to their insistence on the incommensurability between celestial and sublunary matter, rendering their views difficult to reconcile with new developments in the Tychonic and Copernican world systems.

The politics of astral medicine

Until the 1620s, the endorsement of limitations on the powers of celestial bodies ran across the political and religious spectrum at Padua. Mercuriale was close to the ecclesiastical authorities, and the Bishop of Padua rewarded him with use of a country villa after he demanded that German students attend mass. Cremonini, in turn, protected Protestant students. Despite their support for the anti-Roman factions in Venice, Santorio’s and Cremonini’s attacks on astrology do not appear to be motivated by religious considerations, notwithstanding Santorio’s willingness to weigh in on the church fathers. Astrology in some forms was permitted and practised across the confessional divide. While astrology applied to medicine, agriculture and navigation was licit according to Catholic doctrine, it was not a truth of the faith or an obligatory practice. One of Cremonini’s rivals at Padua, Giorgio Ragusei – a professor of philosophy, an ordained priest and an expert in theology – held that the sublunary elements are incommensurable with celestial bodies and polemicized against astrology. Unlike Cremonini and Santorio, Ragusei did not accept Pico’s views about astral causation. Rather, he held that the stars

64 Martin, op. cit. (54), pp. 332–6.
65 Santorio, op. cit. (57), col. 77.
66 Aristotle, DC, 2.7.289a20–21.
67 Santorio, op. cit. (57), col. 83.
68 Santorio, op. cit. (57), cols. 118–24; Siraisi, op. cit. (6), pp. 270–5.
70 Tarrant, op. cit. (61).
affect through light, motion and influence. Yet he rejected what he called ‘divinatory astrology’ (divinatrix astrologia) and, in agreement with professors of medicine at Padua, argued that astrology is neither necessary nor useful to the field of medicine, which must apply cures related to the proximate causes, not to the universal and remote ones.\footnote{Ragusei Peripateticae, op. cit. (71), pp. 225–35.}

Rudio, Santorio and Cremonini forged allegiances with Venice’s political faction that sought to counter Rome’s power. This faction’s influence waned in the 1620s, as Venice became divided between the pro-Roman oligarchic faction linked to Giovanni I Corner and the anti-Roman ‘poor’ nobility who favoured Renier Zen. In 1624, Santorio’s contract was not renewed. Corner, who served as a riformatore for the university before being elected doge in 1625, called Pompeo Caimo from Rome to take up the chair in anatomy.\footnote{Giuseppe Ongaro, ‘La controversia tra Pompeo Caimo e Cesare Cremonini sul calore innato’, in Ezio Riondato and Antonino Poppi (eds.), Cesare Cremonini: Aspetti del pensiero e scritti, Padua: Accademia Galileiana, 2000, pp. 87–110.}

Caimo’s medical and philosophical teachings were heavily mediated by Platonic considerations. In addition to his medical work, he practised astrology. German students were displeased with his appointment and mocked his lack of expertise in anatomy.\footnote{Acta nationis germanicae artistarum (1616–1636) (ed. Lucia Rossetti), Padua: Antenore, 1967, pp. 242–3.} Unlike most post-Vesalian anatomists, he employed a surgeon to cut open the body while he lectured ‘in the old style’.\footnote{Tomasini, op. cit. (3), p. 448: ‘Pompeius Caimus Utinensis ex veteri consuetudine lectiones Anatomicas ordi tur, Hieronymo Sablono incisore’.}

Cremonini opposed Caimo in a treatise that specifically addressed the distinction between heavenly and superlunary bodies. In Apologia de calido innato, printed in 1626, Cremonini continued to put forward the position that he had promoted in his lectures on the Meteorology. Namely Cremonini, like Pico, argued that the heavens act on sublunary bodies only through light and heat. In De calido innato, he argued that, although the primary qualities in mixtures and living beings are animated by the heavens’ heat, they are incommensurable with respect to substance. The innate or vital heat found in semen differs from other terrestrial mixtures’ heat only in degree.\footnote{Cesare Cremonini, Apologia dictorum Aristotelis de calido innato, Venice, 1626, pp. 57–65; Linda Deer Richardson, Academic Theories of Generation in the Renaissance: The Contemporaries and Successors of Jean Fernel (1497–1558) (ed. Benjamin Goldberg), Cham: Springer, 2018, pp. 127–42.}

Cremonini targeted Caimo, who also published a treatise on innate heat in 1626. Caimo maintained that heat is found in substances of two different kinds in living beings, one connected to temperament and another eternal hot spirit of the soul.\footnote{Ongaro, op. cit. (73); Bigotti, op. cit. (44), pp. 91–6.} He supported his position by linking Plato’s Timaeus to a passage in Aristotle’s De longitudine et brevitate vitae that reads that ‘all living things are by nature wet and hot’.\footnote{Aristotle, PN 466a18–20.} Using an argument similar to one Fernel employed, he contended that since lizards and snakes lack heat in their temperament – that is, they are cold to the touch – therefore they must possess a different kind of heat that gives them life. This kind of heat is celestial, he concluded.\footnote{Pompeo Caimo, De calido innato, Venice, 1626, pp. 30–1; Jean Fernel, De naturali parte medecinae libri septem, Paris, 1542, fol. 68v.} Numerous passages from Galen and Hippocrates provide additional support.

While the polemics between Cremonini and Caimo were heated, the distance in their approaches was not great. Cremonini championed one ancient authority, Aristotle; Caimo another, Galen. Both counted medical students among their followers. The disagreements emerged not just from hermeneutics but also from institutional conflicts that reflected political tensions in Venice and also disputes about disciplinary boundaries and
Hierarchies. Professors of medicine at Padua increasingly presented their investigations into the human body and its health as part of natural philosophy, and Cremonini resisted their encroachments into his field. Nevertheless, the insistence on the philosophical character of medicine corresponded with the inclusion of Aristotelian philosophy in the medical curriculum.

The growing scepticism among professors of Padua toward applying astrology and celestial influences to medicine seemingly undermined part of the motivations for instruction in astronomy during the first decades after 1600. This scepticism may have contributed to the marginalization of astrology in the short term. During the time that Santorio and Cremonini lambasted astrology and doubted the ability of the heavens to influence through occult causes, the chair of mathematics remained vacant at Padua for two years after Giovanni Camillo Gloriosi’s departure in 1622. His replacement, Barthélemy Souvey (Sovero) pleased his Venetian overseers with his erudition in Greek and Latin letters and expertise in geometry and mechanics.

This sceptical consensus toward astrology, however, did not last. By 1628, Venice’s political factionalism provoked a constitutional crisis as the city erupted in violence, marked by assassination attempts, sedition and rioting. The University of Padua reflected political divisions. As opposing factions alternated in power, they were unable to maintain full control over the professoriate during the 1610s and 1620s. Sarpi’s circle, dominant without having complete control for much of the 1610s, largely gave way to the oligarchic factions in the 1620s, which brought in professors from Rome, such as Caimo and later Andrea Argoli in 1632, both of whom promoted astrology. The oligarchic faction supported Santorio’s and Cremonini’s rivals, who countered their polemics against astrology and astral causes. In the 1630s, in works deeply informed by Greek literary sources, Argoli defended the astrological interpretation of critical days and put forth rules for determining the length of illnesses that depended on linking the humours and bodily faculties to the positions of celestial bodies on the zodiac, demonstrating them in printed horoscopes of famous rulers and ecclesiastical leaders.

Conclusion

The Faculty of Arts at Padua attracted students by its teaching of anatomy, simples and especially clinical medicine. Anatomy and botany had little use for astrological explanations. Teaching clinical medicine distinguished Padua, as no universities in Northern Europe taught the subject until Leiden began to in 1636. Anatomical demonstrations attracted some students for its assistance in understanding the physiological processes behind the diagnosis and treatment of internal diseases. German students were
particularly drawn to the writings and teachings of Da Monte, who opposed Fernel’s etiology and the astral interpretation of Galen.\textsuperscript{88} Da Monte’s case studies, which reflect his instruction in clinical medicine, largely if not completely ignore any role for astrology in practical medicine, as do Mercuriale’s and Trincavelli’s.\textsuperscript{89}

In the 1610s and 1620s, personal and institutional disagreements arose, although in many ways the two sides shared similar approaches. Both sides agreed that instruction in philosophy and medicine should be based on interpretations of traditional authorities, including Hippocrates, Galen and Aristotle. In this way, Padua differed little from some of their rival universities that emphasized medicine. For example, Leiden’s philosophy curriculum remained based on verbatim (\textit{verbuiten}) readings of Aristotle during these same years.\textsuperscript{90} Paduans’ textual interpretations at times diverged from each other as they privileged different authorities and their readings were mediated by experiences and experiments. The hermeneutical techniques and textual foundation remained into the 1620s. The attraction of classical authorities stemmed more from providing the foundations for medicine and contributing to physicians’ ability to distinguish themselves socially from other kinds of healers than from the ruling parties’ ideologies. Ancient sources can be used to support a variety of positions.

Medical practitioners in Padua cast doubt about the usefulness of astrology and astral causation as early as the 1540s. Professors of philosophy followed, promoting restrictive readings of Aristotle. Early modern astrology in the Catholic world employed Aristotelian ideas developed in the Middle Ages, and the Catholic Church used Thomas Aquinas to legitimize some forms of astrology.\textsuperscript{91} Yet famously there were multiple versions of Renaissance Aristotelianism.\textsuperscript{92} There never was a single Aristotelian–Ptolemaic–Galenic system. Rather, Santorio’s example shows that even interpretations of Thomas’s views about astrology varied. Cremonini rejected Thomism in favour of separating Aristotelian philosophy from theology, while Ragusei and Caimo leaned toward Thomistic and Platonic interpretations.\textsuperscript{93}

The lack of agreement among the professoriate is no surprise. One of the most pervasive criticisms of early modern universities was their contentiousness. Unlike early modern Jesuits, who devised curricula and methods for disciplining their teaching ranks to achieve specific philosophical, pedagogical and religious goals, the University of Padua lacked mechanisms for systematically policing its professoriate.\textsuperscript{94} Rather, the university reflected the heterogeneity of Venetian political leaders, which in turn manifested itself


\textsuperscript{89} Da Monte, op. cit. (10); Girolamo Mercuriale, \textit{Liber responsorum et consultationum medicinalium}, Basel, 1588; Vittore Trincavelli, \textit{Consiliorum medicinalium libri III}, Venice, 1586.


in professorial claims to liberty. The *libertas patavina* was chained to pedagogical needs and intellectual traditions that emphasized textual exegesis and tied natural philosophy to medical instruction.
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